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5th FL English QP 2

1. ‘Prayer begin’
 We hear this announcement in the 

  A. School Assembly B. Bus Stand

  C. Hospital D. Airport

    Answer :                   _______________

 Read the given lines carefully and answer question numbers 2 to 4.

  Girls and boys, come out to play, 
  The moon doth shine as bright as day; 
  Leave your supper, and leave your sleep, 
  And come with your play fellows in the street.

2.  Identify the rhyming words in the above lines. 

  A. street – bright B. play – day

  C. your – supper D. girls – boys 

    Answer:                  _______________

3.  Identify the frequently occurred word in the above lines.

  A. and B. out

  C. moon D. street

    Answer:                 _______________

4.  The poet wants the children to leave

  A. play and sleep B. moon and sleep

  C. supper and sleep D. play fellows and supper

    Answer:                ________________

I Four alternatives are given for each of the following questions/incomplete 
statements. Choose the correct alternative and write the complete answer along 
with the correct option for question numbers 1 to 20.                            20 x 1 = 20



5th FL English QP 3

5.   ‘The sky is blue’. 
 The word that rhymes with the underlined word in the given sentence is 

  A. row B. blow

	 	 C.	flew	 D.	 glue

  Answer:                 ________________
  
6.  Select the appropriate word that describes the given word. 
 ‘A _______________task’

  A. loud B. round

  C. tough D. young

   Answer:                 ________________

7.  The superlative form of the word ‘long’ is 

  A. long B. longest

  C. longer D. most long

   Answer:                 ________________

8.  A person who treats the patients is a / an

  A. artist B. doctor

  C. scientist D. lawyer

  Answer:                 __________________

9.   Taj Mahal is a beautiful monument. 
 The adjective in the given sentence is 

  A. beautiful B. Taj Mahal

  C. monument D. is

   Answer:                 __________________



5th FL English QP 4

10.  Rekha walks very fast.

 The noun in the given sentence is

  A.   walks B. fast

  C.   Rekha D. very

    Answer:                  __________________

11.  The cobbler mends the shoes.

 The past form of the underlined verb in the given sentence is 

  A.   mends B. mending

     C.   mend D. mended

    Answer:                  __________________

12.  The fish swims _______ the water.

 The appropriate preposition to be used in the given sentence is 

  A.  from B.  in

  C.  on D. for

    Answer:                  __________________

13. Read the lines and fill in the missing word in the given sentence. 

  Leads me, lures me, calls me
  To salt green tossing sea;
  A road without earth’s road-dust 
  Is the right road for me.

 The tossing sea is ________ in colour.

  A. blue B. white

  C. green D. red

    Answer:                  __________________



5th FL English QP 5

14. The plural form of the word ‘leaf’ is

  A.  leaves B.  leave

  C. leaf D. leafs

    Answer:                     __________________

15. The word which starts with the middle letter of the word  ‘GIVEN’  is

  A. violin B. ink

  C. good D. nose

    Answer:                     __________________
 
16. The hidden word in the word ‘environment’ is

  A. net B. ton

  C. no D. iron

    Answer:                     __________________

17.   I am Arun, a student of  Class 5. I got 2nd prize in the running race. 
 The pronoun in the above sentences is

  A. Arun B. I

  C. prize D. running

   Answer:                      __________________

18.  A T N R D S A D
 The correct order of this set of jumbled letters to form a meaningful word is

  A. ASANDTDR B. DRADNATS

  C. DADATSNR D. STANDARD

    Answer:                      __________________



5th FL English QP 6

19. The correctly punctuated sentence is 

  A. How did the King become rich.

  B. How did the king become rich!

  C. How did the king become rich.

  D. How did the king become rich?

    Answer:                    __________________

20. Look at the picture and identify the object hanging on the wall of the classroom.

   A. chair B. desk

  C. black board D. mat

 Answer:                   ____________________

II   Answer the following questions from 21 to 28 in the space provided.  
    
21.                2 Marks  

cot pin cat tin

rat well bell pot

  4 sets of rhyming words are given. Form 2 sentences using any 2 sets of rhyming words. 

 Example : There is a bell in the well. 

 1) _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

 2) _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________



5th FL English QP 7

Read the given story and answer question numbers 22 and 23 in a sentence each.

This is Zoyee, my baby cat. She lives with Papa cat and Mama cat. 
Papa cat has a cap. Mama cat has a cap. Zoyee also wanted a cap. 

Papa cat said, “Baby cats do not wear caps.”

22. How many characters are there in the story? What did Zoyee cat want?  2 Marks

 Answer:  _________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________
 
23. What did Papa cat say to Zoyee?  2 Marks

 Answer:  _________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

Read the poem and answer question numbers 24 and 25 in 2 sentences each.  

Got a letter
Got a letter
Got a letter
   Just now.

 Thank you postman
 Thank you postman
 Thank you postman
     Bye for now.

Found a bangle
Found a bangle
Found a bangle
     Just now.

 Thank you policeman
 Thank you policeman
 Thank you policeman
      Bye for now. 



5th FL English QP 8

24. When did the poet get the letter? And why did he thank the postman?     2 Marks

 Answer:  _________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

25. Did the poet find the bangle? And why was the policeman thanked? 2 Marks

 Answer:  _________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

26. Write a message to your favourite toy in 3 to 4 sentences and name the toy.
           3  Marks

 Answer:  _________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________



5th FL English QP 9

27. List out any three instructions which you come across in the classroom.  3 Marks

 Answer:  _________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

28. Write a small passage on our national bird peacock, in 3 to 4 lines.         4 Marks

 Answer:   ________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________


